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DESCRIPTION OF THE PROGRAM

ALASKA ·AREA NATIVE HEALTH SERVICE
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About this publication.

• • •

The Alaska Area Native Health Service has prepared this publication to provide current informa
tion on the health status of the Alaska Native people and the programs which the Alaska Area
Native Health Service are working with to fill those needs.
Exciting developments and innovations have taken place in the Health Care Delivery Program.
The Community Health Aide Program has proven to be one of the most accepted and cost effec
tive programs developed in recent years in Alaska. Increased efforts have been made in the area
of consumer involvement and participation in the Health Care Program. The Alaska Area Native
Health Service has been instrumental in assisting the development of Regional Health Corpora
tions in the 12 regional areas of Alaska. Through the efforts of the Alaska Native Health Board.
the Alaska Federation of Natives and the Regional Health Corporations, significant ac
complishments have been made in contracting with Native health organizations. At the present
time, we have 14 health-related contracts which address a variety of health needs amounting to
over 12 million dollars for Fiscal Year 1978.
With the passage of Public Law 93-638, the Indian Self-Determination Act, increased resources
and efforts have been directed towards further enhancing and expanding the capability of Native
Regional Health Corporations in the health field. We expect these efforts to increase in magnitude
and quality as the expertise of the Health Corporations continues to develop.
Other important developments that have occurred in the last year have been the implementation
of the Patient Care Information System (PCIS) ; a computerized health data system designed to
furnish medical data on all Alaska Native patients. Serious chronic health problems such as
cancer, tuberculosis, rheumatic and congenital heart diseases, handicapping conditions of
childhood and others are being monitored to insure the best of medical care is being furnished to
these patients. The development of an operational satellite communications network to serve all
remote communities and the hospital system is becoming a reality. Another area being im
plemented is the Emergency Medical Services Program, a cooperative effort between the Health
Corporations, State of Alaska and the Alaska Area Native Health Service.
In a continuing effort to improve the health of the Alaska Native people, the Alaska Area Native
Health Service encourages suggestions or recommendations for improvements to our programs.
Please direct these comments to the staff of the Alaska Area Native Health Service.
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G.H.IVEY
Director
Alaska Area Native Health Service
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At the time of European discovery of Alaska
in 1741 by Vitus Bering, the Indians, Eskimos
and Aleuts were well distributed throughout
the area. Anthropologists generally believe
that these people migrated across the Bering
Strait from Asia. Apparently, this migration
occurred in successive waves 25,000 to
40,000 years ago. The northern Eskimos ap
pear to be the most recent immigrants and to
have settled along the coast of the Arctic
Ocean from Little Diomede Island to
Greenland.
In Alaska, the Eskimo, Indian and Aleut
people lived within well-defined regions and
with little mixing of ethnic groups. As in any
culture, the way of life was dictated by the
abundance of food. In Southeastern Alaska ~
the salmon, deer and other plentiful foods
permitted the Tlingits, Tsimpsians and Haidas
to settle in permanent villages and develop a
culture rich in art. The Athabaskan Indians of
the Alaskan Interior, on the other hand,
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became wanderers following the migrating
caribou herds and taking advantage of
scasonul abundance of fish, waterfowl and
other wildlife. The Eskimo people, like the
Tlingits, depended upon the sea for life.
However, a more hostile climate and fewer
resources required a far different way of liv
ing. The food resources of the Aleuts were
quite abundant. Adult men hunted seals, sea
lions, and whales in the open sea from
kayaks. Roots, berries, birds and eggs were
available on the land.
Of the total population taken from the
1970 census there are 28,233 Eskimos,
6,292 Aleuts and 16,080 Indians. The 1975
Alaska Native Claims Settlement Act enroll·
ment figures estimate that apprOXimately
65,000 Alaska Natives reside within the state.
For the most part, they live in widely
separated villages which are scattered along
the 25,000 mile coastline and the great rivers
of Alaska.

SOllTH\,VESTERN ALASKA
The Aleuts
Most Aleuts originally lived in coastal villages
on the lower end of the Alaska Peninsula.
They spoke three distinct dialects which were
remotely related to the Eskimo language.
Many thousand years ago the Aleuts and
Eskimos may have spoken the same
language, but isolation from one another led
to changes in language and culture.
When the Russians reached the Aleutian
Islands in the 1740's, practically every island
was inhabited, but now only a few islands
have permanent Aleut villages.
Today, the Aleuts live in well
constructed frame houses. The majority are
members of the Russian Orthodox Church.
They fish commercially, many of them going
to Bristol Bay to fish for the summer. Others
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work in canneries, engage in commercial
fishing or operate boats.
The finest basketry produced in Alaska,
if not in the world, was formerly made by the
Aleut women. They were particularly skillful
and painstaking, and fortunate too, having a
type of grass on Attu Island better adapted for
basket weaving than the grass that grows far
ther eastward in the Chain.

SOUTHEAST

A~.ASK;\

The lndlan:.t
The three Southeastern tribes, living in and
around the Alexander Archipelago from Ket
chikan to Katalla, found many abundant
natural foods. The shellfish, salmon, seal,
berries, deer, black and brown bear furnished
food which permitted a relatively easy life.
There are no mythological starvation stories
among these people. Food was abundant
enough so that these groups were able to live
in permanent villages. The climate is relatively
warm in winter and cool in summer with
precipitation from 50 to 200 inches. The ter
rain is characterized by rugged mountains,
torrential rivers, craggy coasts and dense
forests. There are few flatlands and the region
is poorly suited for agriculture.

The Tshnpsians
These people were originally from British Col
umbia, migrating in 1887 to Annette Island
which was given to them by the United States
Congress. A modern, model village was built
under leadership of Father William Duncan,
an Anglican minister. Now living in Metlakatla
on Annette Island Oust south of Ketchikan)
are 900 Tsimpsians. They live a partly
cooperative life running a salmon cannery,
four fish traps, a water system and a
hydroelectric plant. IndiVidually they own
fishing boats and operate stores in the village.
Like all Southeastern people, they are
primarily fishermen. They are well-integrated
into the life of the state and take part in the
social, economic and political life of the
region.
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At the south end of Prince of Wales Island is
the village of Hydaburg with a population of
300. These are relatively recent immigrants
(1700's) from Canada. (Many Haidas live on
Queen Charlotte Island and are Canadian
citizens.) There is a relationship between the
Tlingits and the Haidas, their languages being
similar in the way that English and German
are similar. Tradition states that totem carving
originated among the Haidas, and it is
generally conceded that they excelled in this
art. The Tlingits sometimes utilized the Haida
totem carvers to take advantage of their skills
in adorning their own homes and villages.
The Haidas are also noted for their fine slate
carvings and the precise and delicate working
of articles of wood, bone and shell.
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Like the Tlingits, the Haidas are grouped into
two phratries or brotherhoods and marry into
the opposite phratry. They lived in times past
on the fish from the sea, and on the seal, ber
ries, deer and black bear.

The Tlingits
The Tlingit Indians of Southeastern Alaska
are also relatively recent immigrants from
Canada. However, they w~~re well distributed
when the first European contact was made in
Southeast Alaska. Their folklore contains
many stories of how they crossed mountains
and glaciers on their way to the sea. Their
villages are scattered from Ketchikan to
Katalla and each village is a part of the com
plicated social structure which characterizes
the Tlingits. Like the Haidas, their area was so
rich in resources, food surplus could be ac
quired, thus allowing time for extensive art
work, large competitive potlatches and long
trading expeditions.

INTERIOR ALASKA
The Indians
Wide river valleys rimmed with high moun
tains are the home of the Athabaskan Indians
of Alaska. Birch and black spruce grow along
the rivers the Yukon, Kuskokwim,
Koyukuk, Porcupine, Tanana and many
others. This is a land of short, warm summers
and long, cold winters when the temperature
often plunges to 40 and 50 degrees below
zero.
Before the advent of the white people,
the Interior Alaskans were nomadic, following
the moose and caribou, and there were no
permanent villages. Theirs was mainly a hun
ting economy. When the game was plentiful,
they thrived and when the game was scarce
the people starved.

5

The Alaskan Athabaskan Indians are the
Northern Athabaskans. The Southern
Athabaskans are the Navajos, Apaches and
Hopi, who are closely related to their nor
thern cousins. The Alaskans, so far as is
known, lived formerly in Canada and were
driven into Alaska by the warlike Crees,
possibly 700 to 800 years ago. All the
Athabaskans have a similar language. In
Alaska, those from as far south and west as Il
iamna can soon understand the people of

Fort Yukon in the north and east. The
similarity seems to be about that of Dutch and
German. These Athabaskans extended from
Kachemak Bay on Cook Inlet at Seldovia, up
the Kenai Peninsula to the Copper River and
on to the Canadian border - also from Lake
Iliamna, Lake Clark, the upper Kuskokwim
above Sleetmute, on the Yukon at Holy
Cross, south of the Brooks Range, to the
border.
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WESTERN AND
NORTHERN ALASKA
The Eskhnos
The Bering Sea and Arctic Coastlines, the
habitat of the Eskimos of Alaska, is as harsh
an area for human life as the planet has to of
fer. Windy, treeless terrain where
temperatures are well below zero in winter,
and hardly more than 50 degrees in the short,
cold summer, presents what seems to be an
almost unsurmountable challenge to the in
genuity of man. Living along the coast in per
manent villages, the Eskimos found the
salmon reasonably plentiful, some berries,
great flocks of ducks. geese and other
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shorebirds, as well as numerous ptarmigan
and a few wandering caribou. They would
have scarcely survived, however. had they
not been able to develop their sea and har
poon. In sturdy craft made of driftwood
covered with skin, these people secured the
60-ton bowhead whale. Whales, seals and
walrus were the mainstay of their economy.
Clothing was made entirely of skins from
reindeer, ground squirrel, eider duck, cor
morant and murre.

Northern Eskiahls
Northern Eskimos lived on the Seward Penin
sula and on the lands bordering the Chukchi
Sea and the Arctic Ocean. If they were not on
the coast, they typically lived along rivers, in
cluding the Kobuk, Noatak, and Kuzitrin
rivers. Only one group - the Nunamiut 
lived almost entirely inland.
The Inupiat Eskimos living along the nor
thern coasts were hunters of the enormous
bowhead whale, walrus and seal. They sup
plemented their sea-based activities by hun
ting on land, fishing in inland waters and
gathering plants and berries.
Along the rivers flowing into the area of
Kotzebue Sound, Eskimos relied less on sea
mammals and more upon land animals and

river fishing. At the northwestern tip of the
Seward Peninsula lived Eskimos who - like
those of the northern coast - were principal
ly whalers. Others on the Seward Peninsula
depended largely upon caribou, as did the
people of the upper Noatak and Kobuk rivers,
and of the Brooks Range. 1

Southern Eskhnos
Most southern Eskimos lived along the Bering
Sea Coast from Norton Sound to the Bristol
Bay region and along the rivers flowing into
the Bering Sea. These Yupik-speaking peo
ple were primarily hunters of the bearded seal
along the southwestern coast and salmon
fishermen along the Yukon, Kuskokwim,
Nushagak and other rivers. Over a wide area,
they were also hunters of caribou and small
game animals.
The other speakers of a Yupik dialect
were on St. Lawrence Island, where they pur
sued the great whale and walrus; on Nunivak
Island, where they were seal and beluga
whale hunters and fishermen; and in the Gulf
of Alaska area, where they were sea mammal
hunters. 'I
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After the United States purchased Alaska
from Russia in 1867, the Natives had minimal
access to any kind of health care, except
when it was available from medical officers at
a few scattered Army outposts or on board
Navy or Revenue Marine ships which occa
sionally called at coastal villages. In the
1880's and 1890's, several religious groups,
notably the Methodists, Presbyterians,
Roman Catholics, Moravians and
Episcopalians, initiated some medical services
as part of their mission work in Widely scat
tered regions of the territory.
Since the treaty with Russia had
stipulated that the Native people of Alaska
would be provided for on the same basis as
Indians elsewhere in the country, the federal
government belatedly undertook a measure
of responsibility for the health of the Alaska
Natives. The U.S. Bureau of Education
began employing physicians and nurses as
early as 1907, and small hospitals or dispen
saries were modified from existing school
buildings about that time at Juneau,
Nushagak, Nulato and Kotzebue. The first

i
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specific federal appropriation for Native
health was in 1915 for $25,000, most of
which was used to construct at Juneau a new
25-bed hospital, which opened in May 1916.
Over the next few years, small Native
hospitals were built or remodeled at Akiak,
Noorvik, Kanakanak, Unalaska and Tanana.
A barge modified as a clinic also served the
villages of the lower Yukon from 1926-1933.
Dental services began in 1925, when a part
time dentist was employed in Southeastern
Alaska.
On March 16, 1931, the BUTeJU of
EducatIon transferred its re~ponsibilities for
Alaska Native education and health to the
Bureau of Indian Affairs. The first full-time
Medical Director, a Public Health Service of
ficer on detail, was appointed that same year.
New hospitals were opened over the next
decade in Mountain Village, Kotzebue,
Unalaska, Barrow, Bethel, Kanakanak and
Tanana; the latter two of which are still in ser
vice. The Bureau, later to be known as the
Alaska Native Service, or ANS, laid particular
stress on the role of the village school teachers
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in the provision of health care, and supplied
teachers with drugs, first-aid manuals, and a
shortwave radio network by which they could
communicate with the Native hospitals. Other
aspects of the program stressed during these
years included Public Health Nursing, a
responsibility later turned over to the Territory
and State, and the contract health program,
through which the government purchased
medical services for Natives from private
hospitals and physicians both inside and out
side Alaska.
After the Second World War, the major
effort of all health agencies was directed
toward the control of tuberculosis, which was
rampant among the Alaska Native people. In
cooperation with the newly revitalized Ter
ritorial Health Department, the Bureau
mounted an intensive program of tuberculosis
case-finding and treatment. Large new Native
hospitals primarily for the care of tuberculosis
were opened at Mt. Edgecumbe (1950) and
Anchorage (1953) and a replacement
hospital was built at Bethel (1954).
Major health surveys under the direction
of the American Medical Association (1947)
and of former PHS Surgeon General Thomas

Parran of the University of Pittsburgh
(1953-54) studied every aspect of health in
Alaska. Their far-reaching reports led to
reform of all kinds and a substantial increase
in appropriations. In part as a result of these
studies, the health program for Alaska
Natives was transferred from the B1A to the
U.S. Public Health Service on July 1, 1955.
The first priority was still clearly tuber
culosis, and the new Division of Indian Health
collaborated with the Arctic Health Research
Center, th{l Communicable Disease Center,
and the Terntorial Department of H~~alth in a
series of signifIcant research studies which
proved the effectiveness of home drug treat
ment and the ability to prevent the disease by
the use of isoniazid. These studies ultimately
proved extraordinarily effective in bringing
tuberculosis under control, and thus permit
ted greater attention to other needs such as
maternal and child health, environmental
health, mental health, and dental care, to
name only a few.
By the 1960's, Native hospitals were
becoming much better staffed and equipped.
A new facility was opened in Kotzebue in
1961 and another in Barrow in 1965. Physi
cians, dentists, and sanitarians began regular
visits to Native villages. In Anchorage, the
Native hospital gradually evolved, as the
tuberculosis census declined, into a short
term general hospital providing specialty
referral care to the field facilities.
Health at the village level also improved
significantly as a result of new water and
sanitation facilities built by the Indian Health
Service, and of new homes and im
provements funded under various other
federal programs. A new type of health
worker emerged during this period, the Com
munity Health Aides, who were Native men
or women who prOVided primary care in the
village, reported to the doctors on the radio,
and kept the Village drug and medical sup
plies. Since 1968, these aides all have
undergone a standardized program of instruc
tion.
By the late 1960's, a system of health
care had evolved which included basic
primary care and health education by the
Community Health Aides in the Villages, a
group of field hospitals and clinics where
general medical and hospital care was
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available, and a third level of specialized care
which was available at the Alaska Native
Medical Center in Anchorage. The program
was tied together not only by a communica
tions network, but also through referral, train
ing and consultations at each level.
During the century of American
sovereignty in Alaska, the health conditions
of the Native people have undergone great
changes, most of them crowded into the past
25 years. In the earlier years, the Natives
were victimized by repeated and severe
epioemics of diseases such as influenza.
measles. whooping cough and diphtherid.
Tuberculosis, though its course was more in
dolent, became the greatest killer of them all.
Accidents were and still are the cause of much
death and crippling. Parasitic diseases added
their burden of misery. as did other animal
borne diseases. Otitis media, with consequent
crippling and hearing loss. became especially
prominent in the 1950's and 1960's.
Once the infectious diseases were
brought under some measure of control by
immunizations, new drugs, surgery, and a
better standard of living, other patterns of
disease evolved, partially in response to rapid
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cultural change. Mental disorders,
alcoholism, cancer. dental decay, and refrac
tive errors have become very Widespread in
the past two decades. Finally, hypertension,
stroke, diabetes and coronary heart disease,
once considered rare in the Alaska Native
population, are now found with some fre
quency. All these trends demonstrate that the
health conditions of the Alaska Natives are
moving toward the pattern found at large in
our society.
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Director

Program Formulation Branch

Directs the Alaska Area Native Health Service program to

Provides program planning, statistics on the health needs

the mission of the US Public Health Service in the Stdtt' of

of Alaska Natiw people, evaluates effectiveness of health

Alaska in conformance with gUideline; estdbhshed by US.

serVices. promotes Native community health development,

governmental and Alaskan Native bodlP; Provides ledder·

develops, implements ,md maintains mdnageml'nt infor·

ship

to health car" facilities and admlnistrdtive ;taff.

Evaluates

effectiveness

of

area

staff.

Assures

equal

employment opportunity.

mation

systems and

computerized

h'>alth mformilti')n

systems ,'nd coordinates for the Dirt'ctor in ali of th"
foregoing activities among Federal and non-F,>derdl entities
dnd institutions.

Alaska Native Health Board
Members from:
tian/PribJiof

Alaska

Islands

Federation of Natlws.

Association

Health

Aleu·

Department.

Patient Care Standards Branch
Provides implementation of profession,,1 standards th'lt will

Bristol Bay Area H""lth Corporation, Cook Inlet N.1live

assure the hIghest possible it'vel of patient Cdre in the direct

Associiltion, Copper River Native ASSOC1<ltion. Kodi"k

Cdre and contract health Cdre progr"m;, provides technic,,1

Aff'a NdtlVt'

ilssistancf' dnd consultation to service units "nd tribal

A;soclation,

M"uneluk

As,;ociation.

Tht'

r";';rth Pac;fic Rim. :"orlh Slope Borough HCillth "nd 5,,·(';,,1

governments on mallers concerning h, alth ;ll1d s"fPly stdn

Service

d"rd", including other dep,Htrnent,,1 ,md service org,miza

Agt'ncy.

Norton

Sound

Heillth

COrpOrd1.Gr"

Southeast Alaska Regional Health Corporation, Tan,ll1a

tional entities, non-Federal goW'rnmcntdl agencies and

Chiefs Health Authority ,md Yukon Kuskokwim H""lth

voluntary professional he,t1th organizations to Improve the

Corporation, serve ilS an adVisory group to the Art'il Direc·

enforcement of health dnd sdfety standards under the In

tor in planning, conducting and evaludting h(',~lth Cdre pro·

dian Health Service Deliv.>ry Sy;h>m, coordinates the ac

grams.

tivities of the State of Alaska Emerg('ncy Medical Servict'

Alaska Native Medical Center
Provides medical and dental care with emphasis on health
education for a Native population of 15,380 throughout
over 40 villilges located over an area of 100.000 miles.

(EMS) Program, the 12 Alaska Native Regional Ht'alth
Corporations EMS programs 'll1d

the seven AANHS

hospitals EMS programs.

Community Health Services Branch

Barrow Service Unit

Provides technical assistance and consultation in Materna/

Provides medical and dental care With emphasis on health

Child Health, Health Education, Nutrition, Social Services,

education for a Native population of 3,670 throughout five

Mental Health and Dental to service units dnd Regional

villages located over an area of 84,225 square miles.

Health Corporations in their administration and manage

Bethel Service Unit

health cart' activities, maintains working relationships with

ment of the community health service programs and other
Provides medical and dental care with emphasis on heillth

other departmental and service organizations, non-Federal

education for a Native population of 15,400 throughout 49

government agencies and voluntary professional health

Villages located over an area of 75,000 square miles.

organizations; and coordinates the activities of the branch

Kanakanak Service Unit

services programs. The Community Health Aide Program

Provides medical and dental care with emphasis on health

functions out of this branch.

to assure the effective implementation of community health

education for a Native population of 4,000 throughout 27
Villages located over an area of 40,425 square miles.

Construction and Maintenance Branch

Kotzebue Service Unit

struction, maintenance and operation of facilities and sup

Provides medical and dental care with emphasis on health

porting utilities and occupational safety and fire prevention

education for a Native population of 4,600 throughout 12

programs.

Provides support to the area office and service units in con

villages located over an area of 36,000 square miles.

General Services Branch
Mt. Edgecumbe Service Unit

Provides logistical support to the area office and service

Provides medical and dental care with emphasis on health

units in mallers of property, contracting, office services,

education for a Native population of 10,985 throughout 20

procurement, supply and transportation.

villages located over an area of 37,600 square miles.

Interior Alaska Service Unit
Provides medical and dental care with emphasis on health
education for a Native population of 7,150 throughout 28
villages located over an area of 165,650 square mil"s.

Environmental Health Branch
Provides environmental health support to service units dnd
other health care activities throughout Alaska. This in
cludes concerns for Sanitary practices, living conditions, en·
vironmentd/ health surveys of institutions and consult,'tion
on environmental problems. Also designs and constructs
sanitary facilities in cooperation with NatiV<' Villages and in
terested government agencies. Provides reqUired con
sultative services and emergency as;istance.

Financial Management Branch
Provides financial management support to the area office
and service unit managers, including budgeting, accoun
ting. finanCial and statistical data and funds availability and
redistribution

Personnel and Training Branch
Provides personnel management support to the area offict'
and service unit managers, including recruitment, place·
ment, position management, position classification, train
ing, employee services and public relations mallers.

l\!ash ;:1 .\I{)a N,~tive lle!iih:~l
Organization and Services

Ser""li,c:e

ALASKA AREA NATIVE
HEALTH SERVICE
~Gerald H. Ivey
Director

Equal Employment
Opportunity Officer

Deputy
Director

-
Alaska Native Health
Board

Executive
Officer

Alaska Native
Medical Center

Barrow
Service Unit

Bethel
Service Unit

Kanakanak
Service Unit

Anchorage
Service Unit

Kotzebue
Service Unit

Mt. Edgecumbe
Service Unit

Interior Alaska
Service Unit

Environmental
Health Branch

Program Formulation
Branch

Patient Care
Standards Branch

Community Health
Services Branch

Construction and
Maintenance Branch

General Servic es
Branch

Financial Management
Branch

Personnel and Training
Branch
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The Alaska Area Native Health Service is ad
ministered by the Director of the Alaska Area.
He is supported by a staff of health profes
sionals and administrative specialists head
quartered in Anchorage.
The support services include these
special categories: Program services, covering
maternal and child health, dentistry, health
education, nutrition and dietetics, nursing ser
vices, pharmacy services, health records and
contract health care; social and mental
health, environmental health, Native affairs,
program development, planning, systems
development; and administration, covering
personnel management, financial manage

ment, general services, construction and
maintenance and equal employment oppor
tunity.
The seven Service Units collectively
cover the entire State of Alaska, proViding
comprehensive health services to all Native
people and for non-Native people living in
remote areas.
A Service Unit Director administers each
Service Unit's programs with as much latitude
as possible under Indian Health Service
policies. The composition and size of the staff
at each Service Unit varies according to the
population served and its needs.
Each Service Unit's field hospital and the
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Alaska, Division of Public Health, and the
Alaska Area Native Health Service.
The principal provider of health services
at the village level is the Community Health
Aide, who is chosen by the Village Council
and is responsible for giving first aid in
emergencies, examining the ill, reporting their
symptoms to the physician, carrying out the
treatment recommended, instructing the
family in giving nursing care, and conducting
on-going health education in the villages.
Salaries for the Community Health Aides
are paid by contract between the Alaska
Native Health Service and the Native Cor
porations or village councils.
The health delivery system operates on
three distinct levels:
Primary care includes routine health
maintenance and the treatment of common
or minor illnesses on an ambulatory basis.
Such care is given by Community Health
Aides residing in the villages or by physicians,
dentists, physicians assistants, nurses, and
others periodically visiting the villages or
working in the hospitals or clinics.
Secondary level of care includes routine
hospital admissions for common illnesses or
injuries, for minor surgical conditions, or for
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pregnanCy, and specialist outpatient care, oc
casionally in the village but generally in the
field hospitals, or in the Alaska Native Medical
Center.
The third level of care is that of special ser
vices for serious or life-threatening illnesses or
injuries. It is provided under the immediate
direction of a specialist and on an inpatient
basis, and often involves major surgery or
complex diagnostic procedures. The Alaska
Native Medical Center is the clinical focus for
this health care delivery system.
Under the Contract Health Care Program of
the Alaska Area Native Health Service, health
care is purchased on behalf of Native patients
from private care sources, including physi
cians, dentists, optometrists, hospitals and
pharmacies. For the most part, these services
are proVided in areas where direct Indian
Health Service facilities or services are not
available in a timely manner or for needed
services that IHS is unable to provide directly.
Two significant uses of Contract Health Care
funds are for consulting specialists and for
direct referrals to other hospitals when the
field hospitals and the Alaska Native Medical
Center are unable to render such specialized
care as open heart or neurological surgery.
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A brief profile of each of the seven Ser
vice Units follows:

ANCHORAGE SERVICE
UNIT
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The Anchorage Service Unit includes the area
south of the Alaska Range, the Alaska penin
sula, Aleutian Islands and Kodiak Island. It
measures about 100,000 square miles and
would, if all the islands were consolidated into
one land mass, equal the size of Washington
and Oregon combined. The 1970 census and
the 1971 Native Claims Act list 43 "Native"
communities as being located in the Service
Unit, but it is important to note ,hat mi.II\Y
Native people also live in predominantly non
Native communities, such as Anchorage,
Kodiak, Seward and Kenai.
The heart of the Anchorage Service
Unit's health delivery system is the Alaska
Native Medical Center. The Alaska Native
Medical Center is a general hospital operating
at 170 beds and providing comprehensive
health services and training programs to
Alaska Natives and other persons eligible by
law.
The Medical Center is located at Third
and Gambell streets in Anchorage and serves
as a primary care and referral facility for th~
people residing in or visiting the Anchorage
Service Unit and as a specialized referral
center for the other six Alaska Native
hospitals. The Anchorage Service Unit has 17
Village-BUilt Clinics staffed by Community
Health Aides. The clinic also serves as head·
quarters for itinerant professional medical
teams. The Anchorage Service Unit also in
cludes two small health facilities on the
Pribilof Islands. These are under the direction
of a physician's assistant and a family nurse
practitioner.

BARROW SERVICE UNIT
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The Barrow Service Unit consists of an area
of approximately 84,225 square miles, en
compassing the most northerly coast of
Alaska. It is bordered on the north b~ the Arc
tic Ocean, on the west by the Chukchi Sea,
and the Beaufort Sea is northeast of Point
Barrow. It is in the U.S. Naval Petroleum
Reserve No.4. Prudhoe Bay, and the start of
the Alyeska pipeline is Within its boundaries.

The hospital is a 14-bed general medical
surgical facility accredited by the Joint Com
mission on Accreditation of Hospitals. It is a
single-story woodframe structure, erected on
wood pilings in 1965, and contains 21,405
square feet. The hospital serves the estimated
population of 3,670 Eskimos living in five
communities in the Barrow Service Unit.
Although 5,000 people technically work- "
ed at Prudhoe Bay and along the Alyeska •
Pipeline as of July 1975, their impact on the
hospital and facilities has been negligible. Of
more importance is the potential impact of the
opening of Naval Petroleum Res,~rve No. 4
for exploration by Husky Oil Company.
The Barrow Service Unit has five Village
Built Clinics within its boundary staffed by
Community Health Aides. The clinic also
s(~rves as headquarters for itinerant profes
sional medical teams.

BETHEL SERVICE UNIT
The Bethel Service Unit is located in the delta
region of the Kuskokwim and Yukon Rivers.
The unusual phenomena in the Bethel area
are the spectacular spring breakup and the
wild mushrooms. berries. and vegetables that
~Jrow wild in the tundra. In 1976, the popula
tion of the Bethel Service Unit was approx
imately 16,400 of which 15,400 were
Natives. Scattered along the Yukon and
Kuskokwim Rivers. the Bering Sea coast,
Johnson River, and over the adjoining tundra
are some fifty villages.
The Bethel hospital is a 42-bed generdl
medical, surgical, pediatric, and obstetrical
health care facility (accredited by the Joint
Commission on Accreditation of Hospitals)
proViding health care and services for the
Native residents and to non-residents.
Because non·Native residents do not have ac
cess to private practitioners, Service Unit per
sonnel provide these residents health care
services on a reimbursable basis.
A new 50-bed hospital is presently under
construction in Bethel. The 95-thousand
square-foot facility has a projected comple
tion date of 1980. The new hospital will be a
complete, self-contained regional medical
facility. Services will include general medical
and surgical patient care covering both adult
and pediatric care and dental care. Full ser
vices will be available for obstetric patients
and care of their new-born infants. Complete
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ambulatory care services will be provided.
Full support laboratory and radiology services
will be provided for both inpatient and am
bulatory patients.
Funded by the Department of Health,
Education and Welfare, the structure will be
built in phases. Monies will be allocated each
year until completion date.
The Bethel Service Unit has 37 Village
Built Clinics and one Health Station staffed by
Community Health Aides. The clinic also
serves as headquarters for itinerant profes
sional medical teams.
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KANAKANAK SERVICE
UNIT
The Kanakanak Service Unit is in the Bristol
Bay area which is famous for its fishing and
hunting. It is an area of 40,425 square miles
and serves an estimated 4,000 Native people
who are predominately Aleut and Eskimo.
This part of Southwestern Alaska has a great
variety of climate, topography, economics
and culture.
The Service Unit surrounds Bristol Bay
and is ringed by beautiful mountains which
extend from the Pacific side of the Alaska
Peninsula northeast to Lake Iliamna on the
east. The northern and western boundaries of
the Service Unit are the Taylor and
Kuskokwim mountains. There are large ex
panses of tundra and hundreds of lakes and
numerous rivers.
The hospital at Kanakanak is a 29-bed
(including six bassinets), general m€<dical
facility which was constructed in 1941. Com
plete rehabilitation of the woodframe hospital
structure was completed in FY 1973. In July
1975, the Joint Commission on Accreditation
of Hospitals awarded full accreditation to the
Kanakanak Service Unit Hospital.
The Kanakanak Service Unit has 17
Village-Built Clinics within its boundary staff
ed by Community Health Aides.
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The Kotzebue Service Unit region is located in
Northwestern Alaska and is an area remote
physically and culturally from the continental
United States. The region covers about
36,000 square miles. It is one of the more
sparsely populated areas of the world. The
total population is 5,600 with 4,600 Native
people. Almost one-half of the population
live in the community of Kotzebue.
The hospital in Kotzebue is a 40-bed,
general medical and surgical facility which
was constructed in 1961. It is a 40,000
square-foot, single-story building, with ce
ment asbestos siding covering the insulated
exterior walls. The hospital incorporates such
facilities as the dental clinic. laboratory,
separate surgical and obstetrical suites and an
x-ray facility. Surgical facilities are utilized for
minor operations and emergency major
surgery. A six-bed geriatrics unit was com
pleted in January 1975. The hospital is fully
accredited by the Joint Commission on Ac
creditation of Hospitals.
The Kotzebue Service Unit has nine
Village-Built Clinics and two Health Stations
staffed by Community Health Aides.
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NORTON SOUND
SERVICE AREA
During the summer of 1974, the Norton
Sound Health Corporation technically
separated from the Kotzebue Service Unit.
This came about in a great part as a result of
the Land Claims Settlement Act which cut the
Kotzebue Service Unit into two regional cor
porations. This was a natural geographic split
since Nome is a population center in the
south and Kotzebue is a population center in
the north. The new Norton Sound Service

Area includes the communities on the
Seward Peninsula from Shishmaref south and
includes Little Diomede three miles from
USSR Diomede, and the communities on the
St. Lawrence Island. This constitutes 17
Villages, including Nome, with an estimated
Native population of 5,200.
The Norton Sound Health Corporation
is assuming essentially the same health ser
vices as any other Service Unit, the dif
ference being that most services are provided
through contractual arrangements. The Ser
vice Area is directed and managed by a Con
sumer Board with the Executive Director of
the Norton Sound Health Corporation serv
ing as its Director. The Norton Sound Service
Area is not considered a Service Unit in
previous discussions on the seven Service
Units.
Clinical dental services continue as an
Alaska Area Native Health Service function
with the Area's Chief of Dental Services as the
supervisor of the Dental Officers.
PHS real property maintenance in
Nome, a clinic in Unalakleet, and the Health
Stations at Savoonga and Gambell continues
to be supplied by the Kotzebue Service Unit.
Training of Community Health Aides for
the Norton Sound Service Area is conducted
by the Norton Sound Health Corporation
through contractual agreement with Area's
Community Health Aide Program Section.
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MT. EDGECUMBE
SERVICE UNIT
Mt. Edgecumbe is on Japonski Island located
off the west coast of Baranof Island. A bridge
connects the two islands. This is the area settl
ed by the Russians after they left Kodiak, and
the city of Sitka on Baranof Island is the site •
where the Russians transferred the ownership
of Alaska to the United States. The Tlingit,
Haida, and Tsimpsian are the Indian people
living in this Service Unit. The Mt.
Edgecumbe Hospital is a five-story, 78-bed
general medical and surgical facility con
structed in 1948. The structure is concrete
reinforced, fire-resistive, and has an area of
90,680 square feet. The hospital includes
such facilities as walk-in treatment clinics
(dental, medical-surgical and specialty),
emergency room, physical therapy, medical
laboratory, audiology laboratory, x-ray,
surgical suite and varied nursing care units.
The hospital is fully accredited by the Joint
Commission on Accreditation of Hospitals.
Health Centers are located at Juneau, Ket
chikan and Metlakatla. The clinics in Juneau
and Ketchikan are incorporated in the com
munity hospitals supported by Joint Federal
community funding. The Metlakatla Health
Center is housed in a bUilding owned by the
city of Metlakatla.
The Mt. Edgecumbe Service Unit has
two Village-BUilt Clinics within its boundary
staffed by Community Health Aides.
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The Interior Alaska Service Unit, formerly
known as the Tanana Service Unit, is the
largest geographically. Ethnically, the Native
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people of this Service Unit are Athabaskan In
dians, except for the Eskimo residents of
Anaktuvuk Pass, a village located north
northwest of Fairbanks in the Brooks Range,
and in the city of Fairbanks.
Traditionally, the Athabaskan groups
were nomadic, following the moose and
caribou for subsistence. With the coming of
the white man, people settled in villages
strategically situated on the great rivers where
fishing, hunting, and trapping could be pur
sued. The people in the villages adapt their
modes of liVing and their government struc
ture to insure survival.
The Interior Alaska Service Unit has
three U.S. Public Health Service staffed
facilities to provide health care: PHS Alaska
Native Hospital, Tanana; PHS Alaska Native
Health Center, Ft. Yukon; nd PHS Alaska
Native Health Center, Fairbanks.
The hospital at Tanana is a 20-bed
general medical surgical facility with inpatient
and outpatient facilities. The hospital was built
in 1941 and is a two-story woodframe struc
ture.
There is a health center in Ft. Yukon
staffed by one registered nurse. The health
center in Fairbanks is attached to the Fair
banks Memorial Hospital. This enables the
outpatient clinic, with its full professional
team, to take advantage of the hospital's
modern facilities.
The Interior Alaska Service Unit has nine
village-built clinics and one health center
within its boundary staffed by Community
Health Aides.
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Deve!OJ)I'nent Progranl
With the advent of the Alaska Native Claims
Settlement Act, twelve Native regional profit
corporations were established delineating
specific boundaries which have been further
interpreted as service areas. As a result, all
regional corporations, with the exception of
the Arctic Slope Regional Corporation, have
established nonprofit corporations which are
assuming the responsibility for developing or
refining health delivery systems within their
respective areas.
Public Law 93-638, "Indian Self
Determination and Education Assistance Act"
was developed as a tool with which Alaska
Native people could become more actively in
volved in determining their destinies in health
and educational affairs. P.L 93-638 provides
them with self-determination grants, contrac
ting of authorized Indian Health Service pro
grams, planning for Indian Health Service
programs and access to Federal personnel.
The Regional Health Development Sec
tion serves under the Alaska Area Native
Health Service Program Formulation Branch

and is responsible for coordinating health
related activities between the Alaska Area
Native Health Service and the health corpora
tions. Presently, these health corporations are
contracting to develop management systems,
personnel systems, accounting systems,
equipment and office space, and a cadre of
consumer and direct health care programs.
The Regional Health Development Sec
tion has the primary responsibility for
developing plans, implementation of PL
93-638, the Community Development Pro
gram and the Tribal Leader and Tribal
Employee Training Program. Consequently,
they are the primary focal point between the
Indian Health Service and tribal entities
regarding contractual grants, technical
assistance and program policy concerns.
One of its major functions is to insure
that tribal entities maintain the right to ex
perience self-determination within the
parameters of the law.
Within the Regional Health Develop
ment Section are two units; the Community

Relations Unit (Native Affairs), and an Area
Project Officer. The Community Relations
Unit employs one individual whose major
responsibility is to perform liaison activities
between the Alaska Native Health Board and
all other tribal persons, groups or organiza
tions and the Indian Health Service. Other
responsibilities are to insure that all important
and other pertinent policy implementation is
made available to the Native consumer and
Native health entities.
The Area Project Officer has the primary
responsibility for insuring the expeditious

Community Health Aide in tr.linin,) at the Ala,ka Native
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handling and processing of contracts and
grants within the context of the law (PL
93-638). Other responsibilities are to develop
programs and recommend policies which
would enhance the Indian Health Service's
efforts to meet the demands of implementing
the intent of the Indian Self-Determination
Act.
Although great strides have been made
in implementing the philosophy of PL
93-638, there is still a great distance yet to
cover if we are to see the Alaska Native peo
ple achieve self-determination to the max
imum extent possible.
It is the commitment of the Regional
Health Development Section to continue
developing new programs, policies and ideas
which will ultimately allow the transfer of
direct health care program responsibility to
the Alaska Native people as expeditiously as
possible; thus Indian Self-Determination can
be achieved in the highest sense of the
philosophy.
The CommunIty Health Aide Program is
an example of a program which embodies
many of the elements of Native management
and participation set forth under the Indian
Self-Determination Act. This statewide effort
operates through contract funding made
available by the Alaska Area Native Health
Service to the 12 health corporations and two
individual village councils. These 14 con
tractors, in turn, agree to provide the

necessary management and superVISion
needed to support the Community Health
Aides in their regions. The grassroots concept
is further seen in the hiring practices of the
health corporations. Under this arrangement
the health corporations hire Community
Health Aides selected by and acceptable to
the village residents.
The current work force of 215 Com
munity Health Aides in the Alaska area come
from varying backgrounds and are asked to
assume a highly responsible role in their
villages. Mature judgment is employed in pro
viding for and coordinating the services re
qUired in meeting the health needs of the
village people. Community Health Aides, in
meeting this responsibility, are given basic
and advanced training by the Training Sec
tion, Community Health Aide Program, in
Anchorage; the Yukon-Kuskokwim Com
munity College in Bethel, and the Norton
Sound Health Corporation in Nome.
An established curriculum has been
developed to insure the uniformity and
relevance of the training provided. The cur
riculum has been approved by the University
of Alaska, thus enabling Community Health
Aides to earn college credit for courses com
pleted.
The Community Health Aide Program,
formally recognized and funded by Congress
in 1968, has, in a relatively short time, made
good progress and is now contributing to the
direct health care of 50,000 Alaska Natives.
While the Community Health Aide Program
is committed to continued progress, recogni
tion is given to the accomplishments to date
and to the self-determination features incor
porated in program delivery.

Aleutian / Pribilof Islands
Association Health
Department
The Aleutian,Pribilof Islands Association
(Ai PIA) serves the sparsely populated chain
of islands which is more commonly referred
to as the Aleutian Chain. The Chain is over
1.000 miles in length with limited means of

transportation due, in part, to extremely
volatile weather conditions. These factors
alone account for the high cost of delivering
health services to this segment of the Alaska
Native population.
The Association is a nonprofit affiliate of
the Aleut Corporation, formed following the
Alaska Native Claims Settlement Act in
December 1971. The Aleut League, incor
porated in January 1972 to serve the needs
of people on the Aleutian Chain and Pribilof
Islands, preceded the more recent formula
tion of A/PIA from the League and the Aleu
tian Planning Commission. With five depart
ments (health, education, manpower, com
munity development and housing) and the
philosophy that decisions affecting local com
munities must be made at the local level, the
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priorities include the improvement of educa
tion, transportation, communication and
most importantly, health.
In July 1974, A/PIA's Health Depart
ment, through contract funds from the Indian
Health Service, was formally established and
organized. The goal is to elevate the health
status of the Aleuts to the highest possible
level in the areas of general health, mental
health, and alcohol and drug abuse. Impor
tant to this goal is the increasing involvement
of Aleut people in developing and administer
ing the health care system effecting them.
Photograph by Kaar:no Abei

Bristol Bay Area
Health Corporation
The Bristol Bay Area Health Corporation
(BBAHC) is a private nonprofit health
organization established in 1973. The Cor
poration seeks to provide health care to
6,000 people residing in 32 villages over a

40,000 square mile area. This area includes
the villages in the Kanakanak Service Unit, as
well as five Villages served by the Anchorage
Service Unit of the Indian Health Service.
This area is commonly called the Bristol Bay
Area.
The Corporation is headed by a Native
health board with a representative from each
village which meets quarterly as dollars per
mit. An executive committee, executive
director and staff administer programs funded
by IHS, other federal agencies and the State
of Alaska.
Present BBAHC activities include educa
tion, direct services and planning programs.
Health education of both a general and
specific nature and undertaken as specific
needs are identified. A full-time program is
devoted to emergency medical services which
provides training at the village level including
advance first-aid, CPR and EMT courses. A
safety program offers courses on water safety,
fire prevention and cold weather survival.
In the area of direct services, BBAHC,
under contract with IHS, provides primary
care in 29 villages through its Community
Health Aide Program (CHAP).
Under a Health to Underserved Rural
Area Grant (HURA) BBAHC has established
a nurse practitioner clinic in King Salmon
which provides direct services to the people in
the nearby Villages. The clinic also serves as a
referral and backup to the local public health
nurse, health aides and the clinic staff as well
as providing additional training to the local
health aides.
Other BBAHC services include a youth
activities program operating primarily in Dill
ingham and mental health counseling in a
program that will include a heavy emphasis
on drug and alcohol abuse.
The planning program of BBAHC offers
technical assistance to villages seeking grants
for additional health services or facilities. It is
also coordinating the development of
BBAHC to become the primary health care
providers in the area in accordance with the
Indian Self-Determination Act, and to pro
vide the best possible health care to the peo
ple of Bristol Bay. The "core" of BBAHC is a
result of Community Health Development
funding from IHS, used to make the corpora
tion a viable entity in Alaska under their
villages' guidance.
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Cook Inlet Native
,\ssociatjon
The Cook Inlet Native Association (CINA)
was formed and organized by its first presi
dent, Nick Gray, in 1964 The Association
received its Alaska State Charter as a non
profit organization in 1965, The Cook Inlet
Native Association was formed to promote
cultural heritage and pride among the Alaska
Native people and to promote the physical,
social and econumic well-being of the Alaska
Native people,
Its membership is comprised of Eskimos,
Aleuts and Indians, Together, the Association
represents a cross-section of all Native ethnic
groups within the State,
The Association is governed by a
IS-member board that is elected annually,
Presenth;, ClNA is m..lniJging programs that
h,lve n' total L'xpenditure of 25 milli')!1
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Employee, Anchorage Service Unit Board,
the Regional Specific Health Plan, the Am
bulatory Care Improvement Demonstration
Project and the Outpatient Evaluation Pro
ject. CINA inaugurated a 3-chair full dental
program in Anchorage in the Fall of 1978, in
conjunction with the Alaska Area Native
Health Service,
The development of a strong health
committee that will reflect the feelings of the
consumer within the Cook Inlet Region has
been a primary objective for the past two
Russian Orthodox Church, K,'nai.
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years. The ultimate goal of strengthening the
administrative and management systems thus
reflects the intent of Public Law 93-638, the
Indian Self-Determination and Education
Assistance Act, and Public Law 94-437, the
Indian Health Care Improvement Act.
Through the availability of P.L.'s 93-638 and
94-437, CINA hopes to increase their capaci
ty and capability to administer and manage a
health delivery system through consumer ad
vocacy.
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Copper River Native
Association
The Copper River Native Association
(CRNA) was organized and incorporated in
the State of Alaska in February of 1972. The
Health Department, a department within the
Copper River Native Association, was
established in August of 1975 with the stated
goals of elevating the health status of the
Native population within this region to a level
comparable to the level of health, and
availability of health care experience by the
United States as a whole.
The Association is a nonprofit corpora
tion which serves the Copper River Basin
(Ahtna Region). The region occupies an area
of 18,488,000 acres in Southcentral Alaska.
It encompasses an area bounded by the
Canadian border on the east, the Alaska
Highway from the border to Glennallen and
Valdez on the north and west, and the Gulf of
Alaska on the south. Population is 1,079.
The Natives reside in the eight villages which
are accessible by car all year round.
This corporation has continually expand
ed its staff and services since August 1975.
The current status of health care now in
cludes: five primary health aides, two health
aide alternates, one physician's
assistant!clinic-instructor, psychologist, social
services, mental health, alcoholism program,
aging program, nutritionist, sanitation, public
health nurse, contract eye care and contract
dental services. Other departments consist of
manpower, housing, maintenance and bil
ingual.
The Copper River Native Association is
70% Native staffed and managed. The
development phase is continually strengthen
ing the administration and management ef
forts. As with other health corporations,
CRNA is committed to the concept of self
determination and strongly supports con
sumer advocacy in its mission.
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Kodiak Area Native
Association
The Kodiak Area Native Association (KANA)
a nonprofit corporation, was incorporated in
November 1966, addressing social and
economic problems throughout the Kodiak
Island villages.
The KANA Health Unit began subcon
tracting in Community Health Development
in 1973, through the Alaska Federation of
Natives, Inc., Health Affairs Divis;oll. The
Health Unit has grown from a staff of 13 to a
present staff of 23. Its activities include: Com
munity Health Development, Community
Health Aide Program, Emergency Medical
Services, Outreach Worker Program, Patient
Boarding Program, Tribal Leader and Board
Training, Alaska Native Health Board and
Anchorage Service Unit Native Health Board
Travel.
The Kodiak Island Native Health
Authority has become strongly established
and is known as the "KANA Health Board" to
more accurately reflect its position as advisory
group on health matters to the Kodiak Area
Native Association Board of Directors.
The KANA Health Board consists of
seven representatives; one member from
each of the villages of Akhiok, Karluk,
Kodiak, Larsen Bay, Old Harbor, Ouzinkie
and Port Lions. Thirteen villages in the
Kodiak Island jurisdiction will be represented
by the KANA Health Board upon certification
under the Alaska Native Claims Settlement
Act.
During the period of recorded history,
the number of settlements on Kodiak has fluc
tuated widely, being variously reported as 45
or 57 at different times. The Koniag Region
encompasses several villages in the Kodiak
Island District as mentioned above with a total
Native population of 2,478 persons.
The term "Koniag" has been applied to
the indigenous inhabitants of the Kodiak Ar
chipelago since the earliest time known to
Europeans. The Koniag were and are
separate ethnographic groups, originally
neither Aleut nor Eskimo, but probably a mix
ture of the two.
The major accomplishments made
through the KANA Health Unit are:
establishing well working conditions between

the Community Health Aides and KANA;
implementing Community Health Represen
tative Programs throughout the Kodiak Island
Villages: completing a Health Needs Assess

.
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ment, Outpatient Clinic Feasibility Study and
Management Transfer Plan under the Indian
Self-Determination Act under the direct
supervision of the KANA Health Board; and
developing and implementing a three-year
master plan for modification of health needs
as defined by the KANA Health Board.
Anticipated future activities through the
KANA Health Unit is to assume direct
management of Indian Health Service con
tracts with local providers; implement future
steps to present health needs study to Con
gress for outpatient facilities; provide basic life
support systems, i. e.. EMS Basic First· Aid
training and village-built clinics.
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The Mauneluk Association is a regional non
profit corporation, incorporated in 1972, in
order to promote the economic well-being of
the people of northwest Alaska. The Associa
tion assists the people of the NANA Region
and its 11 villages with the planning and im
plementation of programs aimed at self
determination and the promotion of all perti
nent activities as defined under the Alaskan
Nonprofit Corporation Act. Early in 1975,
Mauneluk filed articles of merger with the
State of Alaska resulting in the Kotzebue Area
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Health Corporation becoming a part of the
Association.
The NANA Region straddles the Arctic
Circle and encompasses Kotzebue Sound and
the Kobuk-Noatak-SeJawik River systems.
The Sound itself opens into the Chukchi Sea
between the Arctic Ocean and the Bering
Straits. The major town is Kotzebue which is
the hub of the region serving the 10 Villages of
Ambler, Buckland, Deering, Kiana, Kivalinia,
Kobuk, Noatak, Noorvik, Selawik and
Shungnak. Kotzebue also serves the Arctic
Slope village of Pt. Hope with scheduled
flights.
The Mauneluk Association primarily
conducts program activities concerned with
the full range of human development ser
vices. These programs deal with health,
education, social services. planning, man
power and local government. Some pro
~~rams provide direct services while others
work within established units of government.
Pt. Hope receives d few services from both
M'lUneluk dnd the Kotzebue Serviu~ Unit.
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North Pacific Rim
The Chugach (North Pacific Rim) Region en
compasses 15,000 square miles; an area four
times the size of the State of Connecticut, and
includes the Prince William Sound, Resurrec
tion Bay and Lower Cook Inlet areas. Ap
proximately 1,300 Alaska Native Aleut and
Eyak people reside in the three towns of
Valdez, Cordova and Seward, and the three
villages of Tatitlek, Port Graham and English
Bay. The members of an additional village,
Chenega, relocated to Tatitlek and Cordova
following the destruction of their Village in the
Good Friday Earthquake of 1964.
The North Pacific Rim Health Depart
ment was organized in the summer of 1976
with the mission of developing the capacity of
the Chugach people to direct their health care
services. It currently provides community
health services through the Health Aide,
Outreach and Emergency Medical Services
Programs. Administrative services include

Number
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village and regional comprehensive health
planning, coordination with state and local
health services, and co-management with the
Anchorage Service Unit of the entire Contract
Health System in the Chugach Region. Addi
tionally, the North Pacific Rim represents the
Chugach people on policy-making bodies
that impact their health care services.
The North Pacific Rim has just com
pleted the first regional evaluation of Alaska
Native Health care, entitled, "We Help
Ourselves to Nurse Back to Health." Funded

Rat. Pet
1,000
Population
10

under the Indian Self-Determination Act, this
study will provide the basis for developing
health programs under the Indian Health
Care Improvement Act and other legislation.
As the title describes, health program
development wil be to enhance the
capabilities of the Chugach people for self
reliance in health care.

North Slope Borough Health
and Social Service Agency

DEATH RATES

ALASKA NATIVE AND U.s.. AL~ RACES 1961-1978

This Agency serves the area within the boun
daries of the North Slope Borough. The
Borough is comprised of 88,261 square miles
of land; an area larger than 40 of the 50
states. However, despite its vast area, the
8
Borough is very sparsely settled. There are
only seven communities outside of Barrow:
Alaska Native
Nuiqsut, Point Hope, Point Lay, Atqasuk,
6
Wainwright, Kaktovik and Anaktuvuk Pass.
The population of the North Slope
Borough stands at 7,397 of which 49 percent
4
are Eskimo. Approximately 50 percent of this
population is under 20 years of age and it can
safely
be predicted that the population will
2
continue to grow, despite a declining birth
rate.
0---......1........._ ...._ ...._ ....._ ....._ ....._ ......-..1
Transportation throughout the Borough
~1~1~1~1m1m1m1m1m1m1m is almost entirely by plane. There is daily flight
service between Anchorage, Fairbanks and
Barrow and scheduled flights to the Villages
twice a week. For approXimately six weeks

fI.S. All Races·
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during August and September, ships are
usually able to reach the coastal villages, but
during the rest of the year, a solid icepack
prevents use of this service. Still another
mode of transportation is the snowmachine,
which is used to travel between villages during
the winter months.
The North Slope Borough Health and
Social Service Agency is unique in that it is
synonymous with the State of Alaska's health
system. The intention of this health entity is to
combine all health resources into one pro
gram to promote a comprehensive health
delivery system for that region. To date,
significant strides have been made as they are
now recognized as a grantee of the Public
Health Service. The priority concern of the
Agency is to encourage and elicit consumer
advocacy and participation commensurate
with P.L. 93-638. The Agency, to date, has
branched out and is offering direct services
and programs to individuals within the North
Slope Borough. Some of the services and
programs are Public Assistance, Dental Care,
Eye Care, providing interpreters for ANMC,
Fairbanks Memorial and the Barrow Hospital,
running the Children's Receiving Home, the
Senior Citizens Program and the Community
Health Aide Program.

Norton Sound Health
Corporation
The Norton Sound Health Corporation
serves the people of the Bering Straits-Norton
Sound Region with direct and preventive
health services excluding only direct dental
services provided by private and IHS dentists
and the services furnished by the state
employed Public Health Nurses. The Cor
poration is directed h,} a board consisting en
tirely of consumers.
The Bering Straits-Norton Sound Region
is composed of 17 communities, including
Little Diomede Island, Gambell and Sa
voonga on St. Lawrence Island, and 14 com
munities along the coast of the Bering Straits
and Norton Sound, including the regional
center of Nome. The total population is 6,000
of whom 5,000 are Eskimo. The villages are
almost entirely populated by Eskimos who still
follow a rural, subsistence lifestyle.
The Corporation was created in 1970
through funding from the Office of Economic
Opportunity, They sought to facilitate and
coordinate the delivery of health services in
the region. It operated within the Kotzebue
Service Unit and worked with the Indian
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Health Service, State Public Health Service
and the Methodist-owned and operated
hospital in Nome.
The new Norton Sound Regional
Hospital was dedicated April 29, 1978 and
opened its doors. The structure was com
pleted in 11 months at a cost of $6.3 million
dollars. The building is attached to the old
Maynard McDougall Memorial Hospital
which will be completely done over. It has 12
acute care beds and six long-term care ac
commodations. Funds for the new hospital
were appropriated by Congress. The majority
of the Corporation funding and about 55% of
the hospital funding are through IHS con
tracts.
Services provided by Norton Sound in
clude inpatient and outpatient services at the
hospital and 16 village clinics staffed by Com
munity Health Aides. Also, eye refraction and
prescription services by an eye care techni
cian, preventive dental by health aides. en
vironmental health services, including acci
dent and safety control supervised by a

CAUSES OF ALASKA NATl'llDEATHS
IN 1975 COMPAREQ10 1970.··
.
Rate Per 1()(JO:PO/Julation
Cause of Death
Accldentsr-

1.

Heart Diseases . . . . ._
Malignant Neoplasms._ _
Suicides and Homicides. . ._
Alcoholism and Cirrhosis of Liver-'_
Diseases of Early Infancy
Influenza and Pneumonia
All Other Causes ...- - - - - 
SOURCE:

~eJm lkve~men1 Section,

Alaska Area Nativ-Q Heakh SPrvtc£

_
1975

Sanitarian, emergency medical services em
phasizing emergency training, communica
tions, transportation and equipment, college
credit training and field supervision of health
aides by physician's assistants and physicians,
and mental health and alcoholism direct and
preventative services.

Southeast Alaska
Regional Health
Corporation
The Southeast Alaska Regional Corporation
(SEARHC) is a private non-profit corporation
founded in April 1975, representing 18,000
Alaska Natives in Southeast Alaska.
The Corporation was formed to furnish
services (through its own resources and affilia
tions with other providers) to engage in
education, research and other activities
related to health services.
As a provider of these direct services to
the Native populace in Southeast Alaska, the
health corporation strives to provide better
quality, more convenient health care and pro
gram delivery to all Southeast rural com
munities by developing sound planning
strategies in all areas of need.
With the SEARHC and lHS goal in
mind, "to elevate the health status of all
Southeast Alaska Natives to the highest possi
ble level," there derives these responsibilities
that SEARHC adheres to:
(1) To initiate and develop a planning
system for Southeast Alaska;
(2) To develop and provide administra
tion for health care delivery systems in
Southeast Alaska which has a primary objec
tive - the optimum health care of each and
every Native person; and,
(3) To act as an advocate in the health
care delivery field for Natives in Southeast
Alaska.
SEARHC has contracted with lHS to
fund the following programs: Community
Health DevlO/opment, consumer input to the
Mt. Edgecumbe Service Unit, feasibility
studies and evaluation, CETA Title VI Pro
gri1m, Community Health Aide Program,
Emergency Medical Services and Tribill
Training.
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,1nana Chiefs 1{(!,1.hh
\ulhority
The area covered by the Tanana Chiefs
Health Authority is approximately 223,890
square miles. The total population is 65,756,
of which 34,977 live in Fairbanks and 10,917
reside on military bases in the area. The
village population is 19,892, of which most
are Native people (1970 Census).
The Tanana Chiefs Health Authority
area is representative of rural and urban
Alaska, generally. Of the 43 villages within
the Tanana Chiefs Health Authority, two are
served by the Alaska Railroad and six by a
system of roads and navigable rivers, as well
as by air travel.
The rural health needs of the Tana!1a
Chiefs Health Authority are primarily served
by the Interior Alaska Service Unit. However,
four villages of this vast area are served by the
Bethel Service Unit and nine more by the An
chorage Service Unit. The services consist of
field hospitalization and itinerant medical and
dental clinics.
Most of the 43 villages within the Tanana
Chiefs Health Authority area have a village
health aide who proVides the majority of the
health care delivered to Native beneficiaries
which is commensurate with the Indian Self
Determination Act. The program is truly an
expression of consumer involvement in
delivering health care to their own.
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The Yukon-Kuskokwim Hcalth Corporation
(YKHC), centcr.>d at Bethel, provides
outreach, outpatient iJnd aftercare heiJlth ser
vices to 16,000 residents of some 50 Native
villiJges which iJrc 10ciJted in the i-j8,OOO
square-mile Yukon-Kuskokwim River Delta
of Southwest AlaskiJ. In 1978. YKHC
b"ciJme a P.L. 93-638 Contract<>r under the
"lndiiJn Sdf-Ddermll1ation Llild Educdtion
Assistance Act." Presently. YKHC servicle's
complement the inpiltient health Cilre provid
cd by the Bethel Service Untt so that a com
prehensive hedlth program exists in the Delt,J
Region.
In gencrill. the 16 programs conducted
by the Corpordtion through thc YKHC st;di
Cdn b., di"id.'d into: (1) Heillth /\ide pro
grilrns (2) hospital related progrdms: and (3)
hum;m hehavior programs.
(1) Health Aide Programs: The Iwt
work of 68 perrndncnt Ndtive villdge hedlth
aides who provide bilsic medicil! services in
their hume villages c()[nprises the h"ilrt of the
YKHC hedlth delivl'ry s~:stem. Through an
ongoing Hedlth Aide Education progrilm con
ducled hy the C:>rpordtion in conjuncti()n
with Kuskokwim Community College. 22 of
these perrn,lI1ent health aides have received
full certification for their positiollS. Trdinillg is
also giwII to 48 altern"te hCLllth aides. TIl(!
heillth aides ar" suppleml'llt .. d in thL fi"ld
through a Dental Disea~e Prevention Pro
gram A Dental feasibility Study to determine
dental needs for future progwm implementa·
tion dlso is in operation. The Community
Liaison stilff work clOSEly with thl' villclges tf)

provide <.lSSistClnce in the estclblishmL'nt of the
village cliniC facilities
Plans have been initidted for the
establishment in the regions of three District
Hedlth Centers to be stdffcd by a resident
physiciclll. Such centers would be ilble to pro
VIde full outpLltient and some inpatient ser
vices for outlying villages within the orbit of
the District Heillth Center villLlge area.
(2) Hospital-Related Programs: To
ilssure thdt d comprehensiv(~ range of outpa
tient servIces are ilvailable through the
hospItal. YKHC provides funds for these pro
orcilm: (1) iV!,ltcrnaJ ;md Child Health ,md
Fdmily P!;mning which provides or arrdnges
for d complete range of services; (2) Eye Cdre
which primilrily do('s refractions ;ll1d
prescribes and repairs glasses: and (3) Strep
tococcus diseiJse which provides cultures of
the throat dnd of impetigo scabs to secure ear
ly dFtection and tredtment of strep infections.
Other programs closely coordinated with
the hospitdl are: (1) Community Health
Representative services which includes
assistance dt hospital specialty clinics and
home visits: dnd (2) Emergency medical ser
vices which emphasizes training. communica
tions and transportatiorl.

(3) Human Behavior Programs: In
asmuch <.IS alcoholism and dlcohol <.Ibuse are
the pnmdr~,: health problems in the arelLl, the
YKHC Alcoholism Prevention Progrdm fund
ed via (ANCADA) has established nine
Village Alcoholism EducLltional programs in
order to provide Lllcoholism educiJtion, ilfter
CLlre trl'dtlllent, 'Illd ;dterndtivcs to dlcohol
iJbuse in the villdges. The Mental Health
Depdrtment.
hdving
tlNO
Clinical
Psychologists. hild the second Idrgest <.Ictiw
cas.. lodd in thl' Stilte (Anchordge having the
largest) <.lnd plans to have fivl' Native Vilbgl'
Outr<.ach Specialists by 1983 to provide ade
qUdte dlterG.Jrl' counseling throughout the
region. The Department also conducts <.In
Altl'rnative to Instituti<Jnillization Progrd!l1 for
the developme'ntally Jisdbled. The Accident
Prewntion Progrclm works closely with both
Mental H ..alth and Alcoholism Prl'vention
staff to reduce the number of violent dccldents
in the area. A food distribution program dlign
e'd to ;111 Otitis Media Prevention Program
also is planned for fiscal year 1979.
In addition to the above YKHC-stdffed
progrcHTlS. the Corporation ch<.\11 nels funds for
other heillth-relutl'd progrLlms in the region.
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Anchorage, AK 99510
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1689 "C" Street
Anchorage, AK 99501

Copper River Native Association
Drawer H
Copper Center, AK 99573
North Slope Borough Health and
Social Service Agency
P.O. Box 69
Barrow, AK 99723
Southeast Alaska Regional Health
Corporation
P.O. Box 2800
Juneau, AK 99801
Bristol Bay Area Health Corporation
P.O. Box 10235
Dillingham, AK 99576
Tanana Chiefs Health Authority
Doyon Bldg., 1st and Hall
Fairbanks, AK 99701
The North Pacific Rim
903 W. Northern Lights Blvd.
Anchorage, AK 99503
Yukon-Kuskokwim Health Corporation
P.O. Box 528
Bethel, AK 99559

Aleutian / Pribilof Islands
Association Health Department
1689 "C" Street, Room 303
Anchorage, AK 99501

Kodiak Area Native Association
P.O. Box 172
Kodiak. AK 99615

Mauneluk Association
Box 256
Kotzebue, AK 99752

Cook Inlet Native Association
670 West Fireweed Lane
Anchorage, AK 99503

Norton Sound Health Corporation
P.O. Box 966
Nome, AK 99762
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ALASKA AREA NATIVE HEALTH SERVICE
FY 1978 OPERATING BUDGET
As of: 5/16/78
Activity
HOSPITAL HEALTH
Operational
Maintenance and Repair
Inservice Nursing Education
Tribal Employee Training
Staff Troining
Total Direct Patient Care
Contract Health - Dental
Contract Health - Other
Unmet Surgical Needs
Total Indirect Patient Care
Total Hospital Health
FIELD HEALTH
Tribal Leader Training and Meetings
Service Unit Training
Sanitation
Dental
Public Health Nursing
Health Education
Field Medical Service tMd MCH·Slrop Throat)
Patient Care Info System
Accident and Injury Control
Self Determination
Emergency Medical Service
Mental Health
Community Health Aide Program
Otitis Media
Community Health Representative
Satellite Communications
Upward Mobility
Alcoholism Grant
Community Health Development
Village Built Clinics
Total Field Health

Regular
Program

22,607,100
2,478,800
15,000
64,500
12,000
25,177,400
1,054,000
7,892,400
393,700
9,340,100
34,517,500

201,100
180,700
1,813,700
1,764,100
505,000
203,100
634,900
120,000
300,000
3,002,500
1,350,000
568,700
3,429,000
588,000
1,017,500
807,000
116,500

159,500
221,000

380,500

380,500

8,838,600

AREA OFFICE SERVICES
Program Administration

2,478,300

6,710,600
2,128,000

66,526,600

Total
Budget

22,766,600
2,699,800
15,000
64,500
12,000
25,557,900
1,054,000
7,892,400
393,700
9,340,100
34,898,000

1,729,900

201,100
180,700
3,166,700
1,854,100
505,000
227,100
634,900
120,000
300,000
3,002,500
1,350,000
706,700
3,429,000
588,000
1,017,500
807,000
116,500
124,900
3,242,400
848,000
22,422,100

62,000
2,400
62,000
126,400

6,772,600
2,130,400
62,000
8,965,000

1,353,000
90,000
24,000

138,000

124,900
3,242,400
848,000
20,692,200

AMBULATORY CARE
Hospital Outpatient
Field Medical Clinics
Patient Care Info System
Total Ambulatory Care

GRAND TOTAL

PL 94·437
Title II

2,478,300
2,236,800

68,763,400

REGIONAL HEALTH CORPORATIONS

Aleutian-Pribilof Island Assoc., Inc.
Patrick Pletnikof - Executive Director
Mike Martin - Health Director
1689 "C" St.
Anchorage, AK 99501

Phone: 276·2700
Bristol Bay Area Health Corporation
Robert Clark - Executive Director
PO. Box 10235
Dillingham, AK 99576

Phone: 842-5266
Cook Inlet Native Association
Jake Lestenkof, Executive Director
Barbara Lewis - Health Manager
1057 W. Fireweed Lane
Anchorage, AK 99503

Elise Patkotak - Executive Director
P.O. Box 69
Barrow, AK 99723

Phone 278-4641

Phone: 852-3999

Copper River Health Authority
Tom Craig - Executive Director
Drawer H.
Copper Center, AK 99573

Phone 822-3521

North Slope Borough Health Corp.

Norton Sound Health Corporation
Bill Dann - Executive Director
Jeanette Morton - Health Director
P.O. Box 966
Nome, AK 99762

Phone: 443-5411
Kodiak Area Native Association
Frank Peterson - Executive Director
Jerome Selby - Health Director
PO. Box 172
Kodiak, AK 99615

Southeast Alaska Reg. Health Corp.

Phone: 486·5726

Phone: 789-2131

Ethel Gonzales - President
P.O. Box 2800
Juneau, AK 99801

Mauneluk Association

Tanana Chiefs Health Authority

Dennis Tiepelman - President
Dan Snyder Jr. - Health Director
PO. Box 256
Kotzebue, AK 99752

William Williams - Executive Director
Paul Sherry - Health Director
First and Hall Streets - Doyon Bldg.
Fairbanks, AK 99701

Phone: 442-3311

Phone: 452-8251

The North Pacific Rim

Yukon-Kuskokwim Health Corp.

Derenty Tabios - Executive Director
Ellen Pagano - Health Director
903 W Northern Lights Blvd.
Anchorage, AK 99501

Jim Martin - Health Director
Mary Pavil - Executive Director
P.O. Box 528
Bethel, AK 99559

Phone: 276-2121

Phone: 543·3321

